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Abstract 

A framework of speech communication is presented in which 

natural spontaneous data and speech modelling are interrelated 

in a cyclic progession towards the goal of elucidating linguistic 

behaviour. Paralinguistic phenomena are treated as an integral 

part of a theory of speech  communication. Data acquisition 

design has to adapt to the naturalness requirement. 

Index Terms: emphasis, communicative function, prosody 

1. Frames of reference for paralinguistic 
research 

1.1. The paradigm of formal linguistics 

Since de Saussure, linguists have defined the goal of linguistics 

as establishing the formal entities and structures in individual 

languages, in language groups and in human language in gen-

eral, at the levels of phonology, morphology, syntax, and the 

lexicon. Two main questions result from this formal perspec-

tive: 

(1) What is the relationship between the formal catego-

ries and their variation, more particularly between phonologi-

cal units, such as the phoneme, and their phonetic substance? 

(2) What is the relationship between the formal catego-

ries and meaning? 

In the behaviouristic approach of American Structuralism, 

question (1) was given priority through the procedure of dis-

tribution analysis, which was only concerned with the exis-

tence of meaning diffferences for formal categories, not their 

semantic structuring. In the mentalistic approach of generative 

grammar and its subsequent developments, on the other hand, 

question (2) gained in importance. Moreover, the boundaries 

between the formal level and the levels of substance and 

meaning have shifted: Definitions of phonological categories 

make use of phonetic measurement in the framework of 

Laboratory Phonology, and considerations of formal seman-

tics have entered grammar construction, e.g. syntax.  

In the pursuit of these questions, the formal categories are 

determined negatively by abstraction from observable phe-

nomena according to the principle of otherness. For example, 

the phonemes /b/ and /p/ or the pitch accents H* and HL* 

must be different, and the phonetic measures, VOT or f0 

alignment, must be such that they form two disjunctive sets 

with clear boundaries between them. This categoriality was 

also generalised to perception, resulting in the Haskins princi-

ple of discrete category identification coinciding with a maxi-

mum of discriminability across the category boundaries and a 

minimum inside them. The paradigm persists to this day in 

spite of the well-founded objections right from the moment it 

was put forward [1], and has even seen a renaissance in the 

field of prosody [2,3,4,5,6]. It reflects the assumption that 

speech communication is based on these formal linguistic 

categories and their discrete differences in manifestation, 

rather than on substantive identification.  

Phenomena that linguists found difficult to reduce to such 

a framework of discrete otherness were relegated to a field 

called paralinguistics to differentiate them clearly from the 

formal level of linguistics. A proper defintion of paralinguistics 

has never been given. The boundaries between the two fields 

as they were set up by linguists are opaque. The expression of 

sender-recipient relationships, respect, for example, are to a 

large extent signalled by prosodic means in many European 

languages, and would be regarded as paralinguistic. In Japa-

nese, on the other hand, the expression of social relationships 

between speakers is formalised at the morphological level, and 

is therefore classified as linguistic [7].  

Where do the categories of early, medial, and late f0 peak 

contour synchronizations for the expression of different kinds 

of argumentation [8] belong? In languages like German and 

English they signal ‘conclusion’, ‘opening’, ‘unexpectedness’, 

which are considered pragmatic rather than categories of for-

mal semantics, and medial vs. late seems to be manifested by 

gradience rather than discreteness. But they are undoubtedly 

categories of speech communication and therefore important 

in speech research. 

As long as the dichotomies of linguistics vs. paralinguistics 

and of phonology vs. phonetics are heuristic devices for mak-

ing the phenomenology of speech accessible to scientific in-

vestigation they are useful in advancing our knowledge. Emi-

nent phoneticians like Peter Ladefoged have dedicated a great 

part of their academic career to the study of sounds in the 

world’s languages, as used to differentiate words [9,10]. Since 

to a large extent they work on unwritten languages that have 

not been studied before, they have no option but to approach 

the language by a very simple formal framework of sound 

units distinguishing words. Phrase-level and paralinguistic 

sound phenomena enter this research procedure as distorting 

noise.  

On the basis of formalised linguistic frameworks, it is also 

possible to develop models of speech production and percep-

tion for specific applications and test them. Thus, speech syn-

thesis by rule, especially TTS, and automatic speech recogni-

tion algorithms can operate with quite satisfactory results, 

again leaving out the paralinguistic level. However, if the cen-

tral focus on formal linguistic categories is reified it makes 

researchers ask questions as to whether a particular phenome-

non IS linguistic or paralinguistic, IS phonological or phonetic.  

Such questions give no insight into the functioning of 

speech communication, which should be the ultimate goal in 

speech science, because they result in futile ontological dis-

putes and at the same time exclude a great part of speech 

interaction from scientific phonetic and linguistic investigation. 

Speech modelling on such a basis will always remain a torso, 

unable to handle everyday spontaneous speech communicat-

ion fully and satisfactorily. The point has come when, in lan-

guages whose linguistic structures have been well-described, 

such as Arabic, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English, French, 

German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, 

we should pull down the formal scaffoldings that helped to 

build them, and develop new concepts that can bridge the 



dichotomies of phonology and phonetics, of segments and 

prosodies, and of linguistics and paralinguistics, and provide a 

more adequate theoretical basis for the insightful analysis of 

speech communication. There are six prerequisites to a suc-

cessful reorientation: 

● We need to start from communicative function [11], go-

ing beyond linguistic functions as they surface in formal 

categories, such as sentence mode and focus, but in-

cluding categories of expressiveness (‘emphasis’, emo-

tions), speaker-hearer relations, and argumentation 

structure, which is developed by the communicators in 

ongoing discourse, parallel to, and  different from, pro-

positional information structure.  

● We need to pay attention to fine phonetic detail in audi-

tory and instrumental investigation.  

● We need to give equal weight to speaker and listener, 

and supplement production by perception studies.  

● For this new orientation we need a new methodology of 

data acquisition by dialogue contextualization  

  - in  spontaneous corpora of various scenarios  

  - as well as in systematically stylized experimental 

 discourse frames.  

● Any modelling of speech needs to be based on data sets 

appropriate for the scientific goal. If the model is to ac-

count for paralinguistic structures the database must be 

collected in such a way that it can be considered an ade-

quate representation of paralinguistic phenomena. It will, 

therefore, no longer do to generate databases from iso-

lated sentences out of context which are constructed ac-

cording to formal linguistic criteria and are often of 

doubtful semantics, and which are read in a rote fashion 

or reproduced after acoustic prompts by speakers se-

lected at random without proper screening as to their ap-

titude for the task. This is standard practice in studies of 

peak alignment [5,12], which either ignore communica-

tive function or handle it rather poorly. In another type 

of data acquisition, sentences are enacted with different 

emotions by actors. This kind begs the question because 

it presupposes that actors realise the phonetic manifesta-

tions of different emotions in such a reading task in the 

same way as speakers in natural communicative set-

tings.  

● Inferential statistics need to be applied to data sets in ac-

cordance with the design of the research question and 

interpreted with regard to plausibility of productive and 

perceptual differentiation in speech communication. 

Procedures, such as ANOVAs, should not be used 

mechanistically nor to establish the discreteness of data 

sets for formal linguistic categorization.  

1.2. The paradigm of Conversation Analysis 

The methodology that combines Conversation Analysis with 

phonetic observation [13] has been practising a reorientation 

along the requirements set out in 1.1. 

● It gives priority to the analysis of naturally occurring 

data in talk-in-interaction as the appropriate basis for the 

study of argumentation structures unfolding between 

communicators in ongoing discourse. 

● It conducts phonetic and interactional analysis in paral-

lel, taking the view that phonetic detail and interactional 

function are inextricably linked. 

● It treats all details at all levels as of potential relevance 

to the participants. This does not only apply to auditory 

and instrumental observation of fine phonetic detail, but 

also takes other linguistic levels and aspects of context 

of situation into account, as we do not know initially 

which details might be of relevance to the participants.  

● It subjects data to close parametric inspection during re-

peated listenings in ‘renewal of connection’. All claims 

made about interactional functions and their phonetic 

implementation should be based on what can be heard 

in the recordings.  

● It breaks down the traditional dichotomy of segments 

linked to vocal tract dynamics, and of prosodies, linked 

to laryngeal and subglottal activities and to overall timing 

in all parts of the speech production apparatus. There 

are also suprasegmental components in vocal tract dy-

namics [14], which are essential for the proper interpre-

tation of communicative functions in talk-in-interaction. 

● It analyses data in such way that detailed descriptions of 

single cases generalise to the larger corpus, and statisti-

cal testing refers to common functional-phonetic proper-

ties, rather than superficially picked acoustic (or articula-

tory) parameters. 

 However, in my opinion, this paradigm has overstepped 

the mark. Conversational databases, functional orientation,  

and observation of fine phonetic detail are essential steps in 

the right direction. But in a totally behaviouristic approach, the 

ad hoc nature of spontaneous speech and the great diversity of 

potentially relevant fine phonetic detail tend to obstruct gener-

alization, particularly when the working hypothesis is that “no 

quantitative measure of frequency of occurrence alters the 

fact that an episode of interaction occurred in that way on that 

occasion for  those speakers” [13, p. 122].  

Moreover, the type of talk-in-interaction Conversation 

Analysis focuses on is usually not of a sufficiently high acous-

tic standard for the analysis of fine phonetic detail, and in part 

may even be of reduced intelligibility, since it is often re-

stricted to telephone quality. This limits the field of fine pho-

netic detail that can be investigated in this paradigm and thus 

reduces the thrust of one of its main tenets. 

 Finally, it is an equally behaviouristic fallacy that “the 

analytic tools of CA make it possible to motivate categories of 

the analysis from the data themselves, rather than from the 

analyst’s intuition …analysts’ or native speakers’ intuitions  

… are redundant, because the participants’ own interpreta-

tions [of phonetic detail] can be inferred from observable 

behaviour in response to them”. [15, pp. 161f] No speech 

researcher works or can work without initial intuitions about 

speech phenomena they observe as native speakers and as 

trained analysts.  

2. The paradigm of speech communication 

Successful scientific method turns such “hunches” into test-

able hypotheses, deducing categories rather than trying to soak 

them up from the tabula rasa of databases. This deductive 

approach progresses in a spiral-like fashion from intuitive 

observation of speech events in daily interaction or in col-

lected spontaneous corpora to testable hypotheses on system-

atically collected new data. The results lead to initial contructs 

for a partial theory of speech communication, which are then 

fed back into the processing of spontaneous corpus data. Dis-

crepancies in the application of the initial constructs to sponta-

neous data will lead to new constructs that are in turn tested, 

and the cyclic moves from data to constructs and back to data 

continues until a satisfactory modelling has been achieved for 

the field of phenomena under investigation, in our case “para-

linguistic interaction”.   



2.1. An example – The development of the Kiel Into-

nation Model (KIM) 

What I advocate is a bridging of the two paradigms I have 

outlined in 1.1 and 1.2, and I would like, in the following sec-

tions, to illustrate this approach towards a paradigm of speech 

communication by sketching the development of the Kiel 

Intonation Model (KIM) as such a series of deductive cyclic 

moves between data and model constructs. 

2.1.1. From intuition to testing functional categories 

in perception experiments 

When I was preparing a course of seminars on German into-

nation at IPDS in the early 1980s, together with W. J. Barry, 

my knowledge of the language and my familiarity with pros-

ody in general gave me the idea that in a sentence like “Sie 

hat ja gelogen.” (the equivalent of English “She’s been ly-

ing.”) may have three differently synchronized rising-falling 

pitch contours around the accented syllable -lo- – before the 

accented vowel, somewhere in its centre, or later, and that 

these different pitch timings are linked to different argumenta-

tive functions – closing an argument, opening an argument, 

and contrasting an argument with an expectation. W. J. Barry 

had the same intuition about the English equivalent.  

On the basis of these intuitions about communicative 

functions and their prosodic manifestations in German, a se-

ries of f0 peak shifts was generated from a natural utterance 

of the above sentence, spanning the whole range from early to 

late synchronization. It was LPC synthesized and entered into 

a batch of perception experiments for subjects  

1. to locate perceptual changes in the left-right or right-left 

series, and to paraphrase associated meanings; 

2. to discriminate between pairs of stimuli from the series, 

at 0, 1, or 2-step distance; 

3. to identify stimuli as belonging to the meaning categories 

validated in 1., by matching the meaning of a context 

with the prosodic meaning of the test sentence. 

 The results [16] clearly point to three different prosodi-

cally coded communicative categories in accordance with the 

original intuition. The transition from early to medial is such 

that identification in the series switches abruptly as the peak 

maximum enters the accented vowel, and concomitantly, pair 

discrimination shows maximal sensitivity across this point. So 

there is not only category identification in the stimulus series, 

but also categorical perception in the Haskins sense. However, 

transition from medial to late showed gradient perception, 

albeit change of category. These results are extremely robust 

and have been found over and over again with different 

groups of German listeners from different parts of the coun-

try.  

 The phonetic alignment within these functional synchroni-

zation categories was then investigated with regard to syllable 

structure and number of syllables [17]. A similar valley shift 

from an early to a late position of the rising pitch in relation to 

the accented vowel onset produces a functional category 

switch from casualness to friendly concern, but no categorical 

perception of early vs. late [18].  

2.1.2. From perceptual evaluation to modelling 

The experimental foundation of prosodic peak and valley 

categories in perception formed the nucleus for the develop-

ment of the Kiel Intonation Model (KIM) [19,20] and its im-

plementation in the Infovox TTS system [21,22].  

Niebuhr [23,24] has refined the phonetic detail of peak 

category manifestation by adding shape and height of f0 peaks 

to the parameter of synchronization and by analysing the in-

terplay between these physical properties in the coding of the 

functional categories of argumentation structure.  

The modelling of argumentation structure is grafted onto 

information selection by accentuation, which is achieved in 

two ways: deaccentuating the environment of the highlighted 

element (‘narrow focus’) and weighting it by scaling its sali-

ence, in particular through f0 height in peak contours [25,26]. 

Following further data observation, the categories of ar-

gumentation structure have been expanded by introducing an 

additional peak function late medial between medial and late. 

It differs from medial by having a more pronounced f0 up-

ward glide and by adding contrast to information selection in 

an opening argument; and it differs from late, which has a low 

plateau before the rising part of the contour and superimposes 

an affective component on contrast [8,24]. The validity of this 

expanded system of peak contour functions, and of valley 

synchronization, shape and f0 rise span has been tested in a 

perception experiment using the semantic differential tech-

nique in a frame of contextualization [27].   

2.1.3. The application of the model categories to the 

prosodic labelling of spontaneous speech corpora 

On the basis of KIM, the labelling system PROLAB [20,30] was 

developed and applied to the semi-spontaneous data of the 

VERBMOBIL Appointment-making Scenario [28]. This database 

was recorded with a technique that opened a channel for only 

one speaker in a dialogue and blocked the other. This made it 

impossible to study dialogue interaction. The technique also 

introduced a certain artificiality into unscripted communica-

tion. Therefore a new method was devised to elicit more 

genuine spontaneous speech with overlapping dialogue turns. 

The result is the German LINDENSTRASSE corpus in the VIDEO 

TASK SCENARIO [29,30,31], where two speakers talked about 

differences in two sets of video clips, excerpted from the 

German TV series and spliced together, which were presented 

to them separately. The speakers were quite familiar with the 

series and  knew each other very well, so they achieved a high 

degree of spontaneity and naturalness.  

2.1.4. Discrepancies between model and corpus data 

and introduction of additional accent categories 

The data acquisition design of the LINDENSTRASSE corpus 

produced a great deal of expressive speech, including laughter, 

speech-laughs and smiling [32]. In the labelling of these data, 

a problem arose with a sentence accent that was not coded by 

the pitch patterns of KIM and PROLAB and did not fit into the 

functional categories associated with them. The communica-

tive function is expressive intensification (‘negative empha-

sis’), and manifested prosodically by strengthening of non-

sonority, lengthening of initial consonants, especially voiceless 

ones, at the expense of the accented vowel, and by non-modal 

phonation, even voicelessness in the accented vowel. This 

accent was termed ‘force accent’ [33].  

 Figure 1 provides an example to illustrate the phonetic 

exponents of ‘negative emphasis’: 

● There are pitch accents on “Valerie” and “Treppe”, 

the two arrows marking the two falling peak contours. 

● “runterkickt” is integrated into the second fall and does  

not have a separate pitch accent in this object+adverb-

ial+verb construnction, only microprosodic f0 increases.  

● A ‘force accent’ intensifies the negative verb meaning .    

● The initial voiceless plosive and its aspiration are con-

siderably lengthened, the vowel is very short, absorbed 

in the surronding non-sonority.   



 

Figure 1: “(Wie Boris) Valerie die Treppe runter-

kickt.” “(When Boris) kicks Valerie down the stairs.“ 

from LINDENSTRASSE corpus, male speaker mpi, 

‘force accent’ on “-kickt”, plain lines=word, dot-

ted=vowel). 

 There were 41 ‘force accents’ in the corpus, which were 

contrasted with 35 pitch accents in segmentally comparable 

words and analysed in the signal parameters of duration and 

energy, as well as by auditory assessment of pitch pattern and 

voice quality, which altogether pointed to a strengthening of 

non-sonority features for an emphatic negative intensification 

[34]. As initial consonant lengthening is also characteristic of 

speech dysfluency, the question arose as to whether and how 

emphasis and dysfluency are differentiated by the listener. So 

the analysis of production was supplemented by a perception 

experiment with systematically manipulated stimuli from the 

corpus. It can be concluded from these analyses that ‘force 

accents’ constitute a separate category with at least three pho-

netic features in speech production – onset duration, energy, 

and voice quality, and that they are equally relevant in percep-

tion, albeit only duration was formally tested, the relevance of 

the other two being deduced from the results. Further investi-

gation of new data thus became necessary to complete the 

picture. 

 Another discrepancy between model categories and spon-

taneous speech data emerged from a more detailed analysis of 

early valleys in the appointment-making corpus [35]. The 

shape of the rise may be either concave or convex. The for-

mer functions as activating a dialogue partner to choose be-

tween behavioural or conversational alternatives, while the 

latter conveys a restriction of such choices. Listening experi-

ments will have to ascertain the perceptual relevance of these 

significant differences in production. 

2.1.5. New data collection and analysis of ‘emphasis’ 

Reference to the literature [36,37] and informal data observa-

tion prompted the hypothesis that a function of positive inten-

sification needed to be distinguished both from negative inten-

sification and from weighted information selection The func-

tional difference seems to be coded by raised pitch level and 

sonority in the accented syllable rhyme. The new database for 

further analysis of ‘emphasis’ in German had to be obtained in 

a systematic data acquisition of the three functional categories 

with control of segmental and prosodic structures in corre-

sponding utterances, and needed to be as natural as possible. 

Utterances were designed and arranged in written texts to 

provide a linguistic and situational context frame that provokes 

the elicitation of the respective function on a selected key 

word, helped by pictures of facial expressions. The texts were 

read by pairs of speakers (one male, one female) in face-to-

face communication. The speakers were known to be extro-

vert, and they knew each other very well.  

 The data analysis [38] showed a clear difference between 

the strengthening of non-sonority in negative and of sonority 

in positive intensification in relation to weighted information 

selection. Figure 2 compares the realizations of the utterance 

“das stinkt!” (“it stinks!”) in the contexts “Sag mal, hast du 

in der Klärgrube gebadet? boa! … zum Kotzen!“ (“tell me, 

did you bathe in the sewers? boa! … it makes you vomit!”) 

and “Ich liebe diesen alten Limburger. Wie … Herrlich!” (“I 

love this old Limburg cheese. … Wonderful!”). 

 

 
Figure 2: “das stinkt!“ with negative (above) and 

positive (below) intensification from a systematic data 

collection of ‘emphasis’ in German, female speaker kl 

2.1.6. Complementing the model by paralinguistic 

‘emphasis’ categories 

Through the corpus and the systematic data analysis the fol-

lowing ‘emphasis’ components are added to KIM: 

● ‘weighted information selection’, signalled by f0 range 

● ‘insisting information selection’ through reinforcement, 

correction, contradiction, signalled by initial consonant 

strengthening in addition to f0 range 

● ‘contrast to one’s expectation’ – degree of affective 

evaluation of a discrepancy between observed fact and 

expectation, signalled by medial to late f0 peak syn-

chronization with the accented  syllable 

● ‘expressive intensification’, signalled by special promi-

nence for amplifying the verbal meaning 

  - ‘positive’ by strengthening sonority of the accented 

 syllable 

  - ‘negative’ by weakening sonority of the accented 

 syllable.  

 The paralinguistic component ‘emphasis’ is thus part of a 

model of speech communication, not just a linguistic adjunct. 

2.2. Extrapolation of KIM categories to dialects and 

other languages – language universals 

2.2.1. Peak synchronization in south-west German  

South-west German differs from all other varieties of German 

in that it uses a late f0 peak synchronization for simple infor-

mation selection in an opening argument [39,40]. Contrast and 



expressively evaluated contrast are signalled by a greater f0 

range. However, for insisting information selection a medial 

synchronization with a raised f0 peak is used [41].  Figure 3 

gives an example from the Freiburg corpus, where a wine 

grower says about his wine that it is “dry”, and then reinforces 

his statement by saying that it is “as dry as a fart”: “der isch 

trocke, furztrocke isch der”. The first statement is informa-

tion selection in an opening argument and has late f0 peak 

synchronization; then follows an insisting statement with me-

dial synchronization and f0 raising, superimposed on syntactic 

fronting and initial accentuation of a semantically enhanced 

adjectival compound, which would have double accentuation 

outside the insisting function. If the speaker had given the 

characterization “der isch furztrocke” right away it would 

have had a sequence of two late peaks as simple weighted 

information selection in subject-predicate syntax. 

 
Figure 3: Late f0 peak synchronization“trocke“ 

(dashed marks) in information selection, followed by 

medial synchronization “furztrocke” (dotted marks) in 

reinforcement; male speaker in Freiburg corpus. 

2.2.2. Peak synchronization in other languages 

The same peak synchronizations with the same communica-

tive functions apply to Southern British English [42]. In Swed-

ish, peak synchronization distinguishes word accents, but the 

communicative function of closing argument overlays and 

obliterates the word distinction at the phrase level [43] 

2.2.3. Negative and positive ‘emphasis’ in the lan-

guages of the world 

Negative ‘emphasis’ may be assumed to be a universal func-

tion expressing anything from dislike to disgust, and as such 

may be considered an adaptation of the biological function of 

vomiting [44] to human speech communication. Like its vege-

tative root, this communicative stylization would be character-

ized by vocal tract, more particularly pharyngeal, narrowing, 

and raising of the larynx. The phonetic properties of heighten-

ing non-sonority by lengthening initial voiceless consonants, 

by fricativizing nuclear vowels, and by using non-modal pho-

nation would result naturally from such a production basis. 

Positive ‘emphasis’ has the opposite articulation basis, i.e. 

vocal tract widening, with the observed phonetic properties 

following from it. The differences go together with different 

facial expressions. 

 Figure 4 provides an example of English “It stinks!” with 

negative and positive intensification compared. The data were 

collected in a similar acquisition design [26].  The same func-

tion and features have been found in French spontaneous 

speech, [26] for an example.  

3. Conclusion 

Linguistic intuitions about ad hoc observations of phenomena 

in speech communication can guide us in setting up theoretic- 

 

Figure 4: “it stinks!“ with negative (above) and posi-

tive (below) intensification from a data collection of 

‘emphasis’ in English, female speaker rb. 

al constructs and formulating hypotheses that can be tested by 

applying them to the labelling and analysis of large corpora of 

spontaneous speech as well as to systematic data collection in 

speech production and perception. Both applications lead to 

modifications of the original system of categories. Existing 

ones may need finer specification or subdivision, and new 

ones may have to be included. On the basis of these revisions 

of the initial partial theory, a renewal of connection is neces-

sary in more corpus analysis and further systematic data col-

lection. The structured oscillation between theory and data 

continues until a comprehensive formal model of speech 

communication, including paralinguistics, can be proposed.  

 An important variable shaping speech output for this 

analysis is the way data are collected in natural communicative 

settings or elicited in experimental tasks. Speech scientists 

underestimate the gravity of this methodological influence on 

language description and modelling by largely ignoring it and 

treating it as random variance. We have to become fully 

aware of the limits of common speech research paradigms that 

work with words and sentences out of context. All data collec-

tion needs to adhere to the principle of naturalness as far as 

possible. Though articulatory and physiological investigations 

into motor control have to rely on lab speech, even there con-

textualization is possible and can alleviate the epistemological 

burden of constructed logatomes and sentence frames. So the 

task remains to develop a new methodology for data acquisi-

tion in speech communication research. 
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